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Abstract— The document provides five crucial aspects for a successful digital transformation in a Global 

corporation. The paper outlines the Success factors with SAP S/4 HANA digital transformation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A successful SAP S/4HANA implementation [1] requires a great deal of planning and change management. 

SAP’s technological advancements make complete business transformation possible without many 

customizations but will be risk prone and need effective change management. However, risk can be mitigated if 

the SAP HANA transformation initiative is planned and executed, keeping some of the critical aspects. 

 

SAP HANA transformation should be considered a Greenfield implementation  

One of the most critical pitfalls is the organizational assumption that SAP HANA is just another version of SAP 

[2] with a faster built-in-memory database [8]. Organizations and experts assume and plan the HANA 

transformation initiative as another SAP upgrade opportunity. SAP has evolved continuously over the years 

with new versions in SAP offerings from R/2 to R/3, with some popular versions like SAP ECC 4.6 C, SAP 

ECC 5.0, etc. SAP Version ECC 6.0 was an extended-standing version across the globe. SAP then released 

various enhancement packs with new features like EHP1 to EHP7. 

SAP HANA transformation is an excellent opportunity to define the business process solutions in SAP from a 
fresh perspective. The greatest challenge within the organization or to a user community is “we have always 

done it this way’’ [5]. Every business process should be evaluated for the best outcome and the organization 

should be able to justify and document any customization. Any existing customizations should be challenged 
when migrating to HANA and there should be a working prototype with a standard SAP offering for 

consideration. The solution gaps with out of box solution offering and business value justification for each 

dollar spent on enhancements should be documented. Long-term perspective should be considered as any 

additional enhancement or custom code will also add to the maintenance cost. It would need a frequent update 

with additional interfaces and touchpoints    
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Existing business process maps are an absolute must for requirement gathering workshops 

During my experience with global customers, the requirement workshops are sometimes planned without any 

business process maps in place. Business users underestimate the importance of business process flow 

representation as there is already a solution for each process in the SAP ECC system. The lack of business 

process flow diagrams leads to flawed and improper solution design and results in multiple corrections and 

iterations. Global organizations with scattered subject matter experts in different countries [3] and time zones 

have concentrated business expertise in specific areas. The only way to get all the requirements consolidated 

before the design is through documented business process flows that capture all the process steps without 

exception. The holistic business process maps will help the SAP solutioning team in designing the solution 

without any revisions. The business process maps can also help reduce the enhancements and customizations as 

the SAP HANA solution with new best practices may avoid the need to do so. Also, the balance between 

business process change and business solution customization can also be assessed. 
 

Sandbox setup with Best Practice configuration 

SAP Hana offers a UI5 or Fiori feature, which is in the form of a tile for each transaction or process. For many 

organizations undergoing HANA transformation, this may be their first experience with Fiori. Many best 

practices are documented with codes and can be accessed via rapid.sap.com. Before the requirement gathering 

workshops begin, it is advisable to configure a sandbox system. Show and tell is much more effective than 

verbal communication over Zoom with scattered business users and SAP solution experts across the world. 

 

Consider the Opportunity to Harmonize and Rationalize the overall landscape 

Large organizations have thousands of software systems interfaced directly or indirectly with central ERP 

systems. Though the interfaces and third-party systems would have been in the landscape for a long time, the 

organization should consider eliminating the systems if possible. Most SAP solution experts try to document all 

the functions and processes of interfaced systems and assume these interfaces and procedures will remain after 

the HANA digital transformation. Though all the business function flow maps need to be documented, one of 

the first considerations is to assess the consequence of removing the system completed with the new HANA 

solution if possible [6]. There should be justification for each process and ROI clearly defined for continuing the 

interface systems [4]. Also, a significant change management impact is replacing or removing many legacy or 
interfaced systems. In that case, architects should lay out a road map to phase out the interfaced systems over 

time 

 

Effective transformation starts with productive meetings, the right participants, decision-making and 

inclusion 

Solution design or HANA transformation is about more than just a business or technology [7]; other important 

aspects are often overlooked. Any large transformation projects are executed through multiple meetings and 

discussions. Effective meetings with a clear agenda and content shared beforehand can provide the audience to 

come prepared for the sessions. Many decisions are delayed as a critical decision maker may have yet to be 
invited or would have sent a proxy as an attendee without any decision-making authority. The stakeholders 

should ensure the right participants participate when needed and do not prolong the decision-making. Workplace 

politics, exclusion, and prejudice can be some of the reasons which can influence solution design. 

II. CONCLUSIONS 

Apart from some of the key factors outlined in this article, many other factors may also need to be considered 

for Successful digital transformation. Digital Transformation should encourage innovation and be considered an 

opportunity to re-engineer. Change managers and the importance of change agents proficient with the ADKAR 

(Awareness, desire, knowledge, ability, and reinforcement) model can play a significant role in the 

transformation. Human factors, including motivation, rewards, and politics, must be addressed with stakeholder 

participation across all levels.  
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